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CONTEXT Selection methods used by medical schools should reliably identify whether candidates are likely to be successful in medical training and ultimately become competent clinicians. However, there is little consensus regarding methods that reliably evaluate non-academic attributes, and longitudinal studies examining predictors of success after qualification are insufficient. This systematic review synthesises the extant research evidence on the relative strengths of various selection methods. We offer a research agenda and identify key considerations to inform policy and practice in the next 50 years.

METHODS A formalised literature search was conducted for studies published between 1997 and 2015. A total of 194 articles met the inclusion criteria and were appraised in relation to: (i) selection method used; (ii) research question(s) addressed, and (iii) type of study design.

RESULTS Eight selection methods were identified: (i) aptitude tests; (ii) academic records; (iii) personal statements; (iv) references; (v) situational judgement tests (SJT); (vi) personality and emotional intelligence assessments; (vii) interviews and multiple mini-interviews (MMIs), and (viii) selection centres (SCs). The evidence relating to each method was reviewed against four evaluation criteria: effectiveness (reliability and validity); procedural issues; acceptability, and cost-effectiveness.

CONCLUSIONS Evidence shows clearly that academic records, MMIs, aptitude tests, SJTs and SCs are more effective selection methods and are generally fairer than traditional interviews, references and personal statements. However, achievement in different selection methods may differentially predict performance at the various stages of medical education and clinical practice. Research into selection has been over-reliant on cross-sectional study designs and has tended to focus on reliability estimates rather than validity as an indicator of selection effectiveness.
CONCLUSIONS Evidence shows clearly that academic records, MMIs, aptitude tests, SJTs and SCs are more effective selection methods and are generally fairer than traditional interviews, references and personal statements. However, achievement in different selection methods may differentially predict performance at the various stages of medical education and clinical practice. Research into selection has been over-reliant on cross-sectional study designs and has tended to focus on reliability estimates rather than validity as an indicator of quality. A comprehensive framework of outcome criteria should be developed to allow researchers to interpret empirical evidence and compare selection methods fairly. This review highlights gaps in evidence for the combination of selection tools that is most effective and the weighting to be given to each tool.

INTRODUCTION
It is essential to ensure that selection methods used by recruiters are robust as selection is the first assessment for entry into medical education and training, and medical school admissions internationally are highly competitive. There is also an ethical and economic responsibility for medical education and training to produce competent clinicians in view of the high-stakes nature of the profession, and its relation to the health and well-being of individuals and societies, and financial cost. Indeed, selection for medical education internationally is frequently driven by political considerations and the preferences of key stakeholders.1 Such influences may result in resistance against any move away from ‘traditional’ measures despite compelling evidence to do so, often to the detriment of evidence-based selection practices. However, Kreiter and Axelson’s2 non-systematic review of medical admissions research and practice in the last 25 years noted that effective educational interventions typically produce only small gains in learning (effect sizes generally below 0.20), whereas evidence-based selection is comparatively far more powerful, with well-designed selection tools achieving performance gains exceeding one standard deviation. This finding is consistent with the historical progression of admissions strategies over the last 50 years, which have gradually moved away from subjective measures such as personal statements and references, towards more evidence-based models of selection. A remaining central concern refers to the determination of which of the different selection methods can reliably identify those who will be successful in medical training and ultimately become competent clinicians.

Over the last 50 years, selection for medicine has typically involved several different methods used in combination. Prior academic attainment has generally been, and continues to be, the primary basis for selection and is usually assessed at an initial screening stage.3 Academic indicators are typically used as the basis for initial shortlisting decisions in combination with personal statements, references or aptitude tests, which are usually followed by an interview at the final stage to support selection decisions. However, there are several concerns about this approach.

Firstly, previous reviews have concluded that academic performance is a good, but not perfect, predictor of performance, accounting for approximately 23% of the variance in performance in undergraduate medical training and 6% in postgraduate performance.4 It is argued that academic ability is a necessary but not sufficient condition to ensure that a trainee becomes a competent clinician, and that there is a need over the next 50 years to increase the focus on the non-academic attributes important for success in clinical practice, as well as to develop and evaluate tools which assess such attributes.

Secondly, although academic achievement is consistently shown to be a good predictor of performance in medical school,5 historically substantially less attention has been paid to researching methods that reliably evaluate important non-academic personal attributes, interests and motivational qualities. It cannot be assumed that those with high academic ability alone can be turned into competent physicians via medical training, as other specific skills and qualities may need to be present from the start.6
Thirdly, there has been a dearth of longitudinal cohort studies examining the predictors of success after qualification. Specifically, there is a gap in research with respect to the long-term follow-up of trainees that links performance on different selection methods with subsequent performance in clinical practice.

Medical school admissions processes and selection for specialty training attract strong public interest and often criticism regarding fairness.7–9 There is a pressing need to review the research evidence on how best to combine selection methods and design valid selection systems to guide selectors in future with relation to, for example, the relative weightings to assign to academic and non-academic indicators in order to make valid selection decisions.

In order to explore these issues, we report here the results of a new systematic search and review of the research literature, examining studies in both undergraduate and postgraduate medical education. Specifically, we present the existing data on the relative strength of the research evidence for the quality of each of the various methods, as well as findings that may shape a future research agenda and inform future practice.

METHODS

Data sources
We conducted a formal literature search using the criteria specified in Table S1 (online). Our results were limited to English-language studies published between January 1997 and the end of April 2015. Study selection and inclusion and exclusion criteria AK and FC reviewed the abstracts of all articles identified by the search to remove obviously irrelevant papers. Any articles that were potentially relevant were highlighted and were reviewed for a second time by AK, FC and FP. AK, FC and FP discussed these papers until all reviewers agreed on whether the paper should be included in the review. A standardised set of inclusion criteria was generated: papers should be peer-reviewed, and contain empirical data relating to selection into undergraduate or postgraduate medical education (but not specialty training). We also included relevant systematic and meta-analytic reviews and non-systematic critical reviews, but excluded general opinion pieces, commentaries and letters. After the inclusion criteria had been applied, duplicate papers were removed, leaving the remaining articles to be retrieved for full-text review. Three authors (AK, FC and FP) independently examined each of these articles for inclusion.

Assessment of study type, quality and selection method
Papers meeting the inclusion criteria were reviewed against three criteria: (i) selection method type (e.g. interview, selection centre, etc.); (ii) research question addressed (e.g. cost-effectiveness, acceptability, etc. [see Muir and Grey 1996, cited in10]), and (iii) type of study design (e.g. meta-analysis, cross-sectional qualitative study). By assessing papers against these three criteria, we were able to make general statements about the quality of evidence available in relation to the research questions for different selection methods. To generate a list of the different selection methods, AK and FC listed the selection method(s) assessed in each paper meeting the inclusion criteria, and asked an independent researcher to check the papers against the list for errors.

The research questions and evidence quality categories are displayed in Table 1.
In relation to the different research questions under investigation, we removed Muir and Grey’s (1996)10 ‘salience’ and ‘safety’ categories as they were not relevant to our context. We also combined the ‘acceptability’ and ‘appropriateness’ categories, and refocused the ‘procedural issues’ category to more appropriately reflect the considerations given to implementing selection tools in medical education. Therefore, we examined each study in relation to four research questions concerning, respectively: effectiveness; procedural issues; acceptability; and cost-effectiveness. This approach was intended to address the assumption implicit in much previous research that predictive validity is the most important measure of the effectiveness of a selection method; we acknowledge that the success of a selection tool may be determined by a range of additional factors, including its accessibility, ease of implementation and the extent to which it is viewed as acceptable by key stakeholders. Finally, in relation to study quality, we categorised papers into seven general study types, including systematic and non-systematic reviews, longitudinal studies, quantitative, qualitative and mixed-methods. Studies reported within meta-analyses and systematic reviews were not assessed individually; rather, these are reported as the overall findings of each meta-analysis or systematic review.
RESULTS
The literature search produced 3152 hits across all databases including duplicates (EBSCO, n = 732; EMBASE, n = 501; ERIC, n = 49; Scopus, n = 50; Web of Knowledge, n = 1820). The titles and abstracts of the 3152 search results were scanned to remove obviously irrelevant articles and duplicates (n = 2716), leaving 436 articles for review. These abstracts were screened according to the eligibility criteria and a further 31 articles were removed (Fig. 1). All decisions were made by two researchers (AK and FC), but any uncertainties were discussed with another member of the research team (FP). Copies of the 405 articles were obtained and examined. Review of the full texts removed a further 211 articles. A total of 194 articles met the inclusion criteria for the present review (Appendix S1, online).
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The 194 studies were sorted into eight categories of different selection methods. Table S2 (online) shows the number of papers returned in relation to each selection method and research question, respectively. Studies investigating multiple selection methods or research categories were assigned to multiple categories, as required. A summary of the relevant review findings is presented online in Table S3. We acknowledge that there is a range of quality in the studies presented, irrespective of study type; however it is beyond the scope of this review to provide a detailed account of the quality of each study. Therefore, Table S3 is intended to provide a brief overview of the research evidence,
rather than a comprehensive description of each study. The results section provides a summary of the evidence from the literature. For a full list and description of all papers identified in the review, refer to Tables S2 and S3 (online). We provide a more detailed overview of our synthesis of the research evidence below.

Aptitude tests

Type of evidence
Fifty-five studies were reviewed. Of these, three were systematic reviews or meta-analyses, three were non-systematic reviews, 34 were longitudinal (one was a meta-analysis), and 15 were cross-sectional (three mixed methods, one tool development, one qualitative, 10 quantitative).

Effectiveness
There is conflicting evidence on the predictive validity of aptitude tests in medical student selection. Some researchers have presented evidence to support the reliability and criterion-related, incremental or predictive validity for aptitude tests including the Medical College Admission Test (MCAT),11–14 the Graduate Australian Medical School Admissions Test (GAMSAT),15,16 the Undergraduate Medicine and Health Sciences Admissions Test (UMAT),17,18 the Health Professions Admissions Test (HPAT),5 the UK Clinical Aptitude Test (UKCAT),19–22 the Biomedical Admissions Test (BMAT)23,24 and Qudraat (the Saudi Arabian national aptitude examination).25 Other researchers are sceptical of the effectiveness of the MCAT,26 UKCAT,27 GAMSAT,28 UMAT,29–34 BMAT35,36 and an unspecified aptitude test.37 However, some evidence suggests that students selected using an aptitude test may be more able and better motivated to study medicine than those selected using a process not including an aptitude test.38 Finally, one paper35 reported that Section 2 (science knowledge and applications) of the BMAT was predictive of medical school performance, whereas Section 1 (aptitude and skills) was not.

Procedural issues
Research suggests that variations in the ways in which aptitude tests are used in medical student selection may affect their reliability or validity.39–42 This is notable as medical schools vary in how they use aptitude tests to inform selection decisions and in the statistical methods used for determining cut scores and predicting subsequent performance. One article41 reported that the dimensionality of an aptitude test affected its effectiveness as a selection tool and that a scale composed of three subject-specific dimensions (biology, physics and chemistry) had better psychometric properties than a unidimensional model, even though the subject-specific scales were highly correlated and were used to calculate a global score.

Acceptability
One study13 reported that aptitude test scores were one of the most influential factors determining decisions made by medical school admissions committee members. However, other studies43,44 have reported that few Year 1 medical students agree that aptitude tests are a useful or suitable part of the selection procedure to medical school. Conversely, Stevens et al.45 found that 76% of students agreed that the HPAT-Ireland is a fair test overall, but that Section 3 (non-verbal reasoning) appeared less acceptable and relevant than other sections.

Cost-effectiveness
No papers addressing the cost-effectiveness of aptitude tests were reviewed.

Summary
Mixed evidence exists among researchers on the usefulness of aptitude tests in medical student selection and findings largely depend on the specific aptitude test studied; hence commenting on the generality of findings is problematic. For example, some studies support the predictive validity of
aptitude tests, but other research suggests that some specific aptitude tests lack predictive validity. Mixed evidence also exists on the fairness of aptitude tests, with some research suggesting that certain groups score more highly on aptitude tests than other groups, whereas other research suggests that this is not the case. For example, there is varied evidence on the equity of aptitude tests for different groups of medical school applicants (e.g. according to sex, age, language status and socio-economic status). Other evidence suggests that aptitude tests are equitable with respect to candidate background, are affected relatively little by candidate coaching, and remain stable over time, with the possible exception of the UMAT. It is therefore important to evaluate each aptitude test in its own right in order to draw conclusions on the quality of the tool.

**Academic records**

**Type of evidence**

Thirty-six studies assessing academic records were identified. Twenty-seven of these were longitudinal (one was a meta-analysis), two were meta-analyses, one was a non-systematic review, four were cross-sectional and quantitative, and two were cross-sectional and used mixed methods.

**Effectiveness**

Research evidence is generally highly concordant and supports the predictive validity of academic records in medical student selection. McManus et al. describe how prior educational attainment forms the academic backbone of selection, progression through medical school and beyond. Another paper describes a small but significant incremental validity gain achieved by using candidates’ educational achievement alongside aptitude tests compared with the use of traditional academic indicators alone. International evidence also suggests that candidates admitted on the basis of their academic records had lower levels of dropout than those who were not. Incremental validity may be provided through the addition of an appropriate aptitude test. A minority of studies reported that academic records were not predictive of medical school performance.

**Procedural issues**

Some authors have argued that academic records may be unstable or may lack sufficient power to make fine distinctions between candidates. For example, McManus et al. posited that the current grading system for A-levels in the UK does not offer sufficient discriminatory power to enable the selection of the most able students.

**Acceptability**

Evidence was mixed on the acceptability of using academic records in medical student selection. This is illustrated by some authors citing academic records as an important factor that can influence selection decisions, and a range of opinion in how suitable students consider prior academic attainment to be for selection into medical school.

**Cost-effectiveness**

None of the papers reviewed addressed the cost-effectiveness of academic records.

**Summary**

There is a high level of consensus among researchers that academic records provide useful information to inform medical student selection. Research generally suggests that prior academic attainment has predictive power, meaning that those with stronger academic records are more likely to succeed in medical school. However, there is concern that the discriminatory power of prior academic attainment may be diminishing as increasing numbers of medical school applicants have top grades. There is also a lack of long-term follow-up data to provide evidence that medical school
applicants with higher grades go on to become better physicians. Moreover, Milburn8 notes that over-reliance on A-level results in the UK may create a distorted social intake to universities, and recruiting medical students solely on the basis of academic attainment may neglect important non-academic factors required for success in medical school and beyond. Further research is required to gauge the extent to which this is an international problem, and the potential value of contextual data in ‘balancing’ the requirement of academic attainment with access to medical education for individuals from non-traditional backgrounds.

**Personal statements**

**Type of evidence**
A total of 17 studies were reviewed, four of which were longitudinal. Twelve of the remaining studies were cross-sectional (four qualitative, seven quantitative, one mixed methods), and one was a non-systematic review.

**Effectiveness**
Evidence on the predictive validity of personal statements is varied. Although some evidence has been found for the predictive validity of personal statements for medical school dropout rates,65 performance on internal medicine14 and clinical aspects of training,66 several others have reported that personal statements have low reliability compared with other commonly used selection instruments70 and are not predictive of subsequent success at medical school.2,71–73 Some authors suggest, however, that personal statements may have some value for making applicants aware of the characteristics of the medical degree they are applying to, which may help them to make a more informed decision to apply.73

**Procedural issues**
Evidence suggests that a number of procedural factors affect the reliability and validity of personal statements. Medical school candidates may use personal statements to present themselves in ways they believe are attractive to admission committees, which may not necessarily be accurate.74,75 Hence, the information captured by personal statements is likely to be both partial and subjective in nature. Factors that may affect the effectiveness of the selection method include the earliness of submission in relation to a deadline,76 marking method, and on-site versus off-site completion.77 Finally, one article highlighted the fact that personal statements are used differentially by different UK medical schools.78 Some medical schools use the information formally in making selection decisions, whereas others ignore this information out of concern that it may unfairly bias selection decisions.

**Acceptability**
Research has highlighted potential sources of data contamination in personal statements, including candidates’ prior expectations, the length of time spent completing submissions, and input to submissions from third parties. Other research14,74 has commented on the political validity and stakeholder satisfaction of personal statements in medical student selection. Whereas Stevens et al.45 found that approximately 60% of students thought that personal statements were suitable to use for admission to medical school, Elam et al.13 reported that the contents of medical school candidates’ application forms are very unlikely to exert any significant influence on decisions made by admissions committees. White et al.74 also argued that medical school candidates present themselves in ways that they believe are expected of candidates, rather than in ways that are genuine reflections of themselves. Likewise, Kumwenda et al.79 found that most medical school applicants believed that others stretched the truth in their personal statements, and a proportion of applicants believed it was unlikely that statements were checked for accuracy.

**Cost-effectiveness**
No papers addressing the cost-effectiveness of personal statements were reviewed.

**Summary**
Evidence on the effectiveness of personal statements in medical student selection is mixed at best. Little evidence exists to support the predictive validity of personal statements, and a large volume of research evidence suggests that the selection method lacks reliability and validity. Personal statements remain widely used in medical school selection worldwide, despite concerns that the effectiveness of the selection method is influenced by numerous extraneous factors. The content of personal statements may also unfairly cloud the judgement of individuals making selection decisions.

**References**

**Type of evidence**
A total of nine articles were reviewed. Two were non-systematic reviews, three were longitudinal studies, and the remaining four were cross-sectional (one qualitative, one quantitative and two mixed methods).

**Effectiveness**
Studies examining the effectiveness of references did not usually include a direct empirical test of predictive validity, although there was some direct evidence that this selection method did not consistently predict performance at medical school. For example, Ferguson et al. found that the information in teachers’ references did not consistently predict medical school performance, and Poole et al. claimed that personal references have no predictive value. Overall, there was clear consensus among researchers that referees’ reports were of limited use in predicting performance at medical school.

**Procedural issues**
One study found that the content of the reports made it impossible for admissions committees to differentiate between applicants on the basis of the data they contained. Therefore, the authors concluded that the utility of referees’ reports in medical student selection was questionable at best.

**Acceptability**
Direct assessments of the acceptability of references were critical of the inclusion of referees’ reports in medical student selection, and remarked that the information they contain may unduly bias admissions committees. One study commented that referees’ reports remain widespread in medical student selection. Medical students’ perceptions of the acceptability of references were found to be varied.

**Cost-effectiveness**
Only one study commenting on the cost-effectiveness of references was found. De Zee et al. noted that letters of recommendation are expensive in terms of the time of admissions committee members, who must read and interpret each letter.

**Summary**
There is a good level of consensus that references are neither a reliable nor a valid tool for selecting candidates for medical school. Despite these findings, references remain a common feature of medical school selection worldwide. To this extent, the inclusion of references in medical school admission processes may be unhelpful and may use valuable resources that could be directed more usefully to selection methods with evidentially based reliability and validity.

**Situational judgement tests**
Type of evidence
A total of 25 studies focusing on situational judgement tests (SJTs) were reviewed. Of these, eight were longitudinal, six were cross-sectional quantitative studies, four were systematic reviews, and five were non-systematic reviews. Of the remaining two studies, one referred to the development of a test, and the other was a multiple cohort study.

Effectiveness
Despite some concern about susceptibility to coaching, 84–86 recent research has found that coaching and revising for an SJT had no effect on the operational validity of SJTs.87 Overall, there is a good level of consensus among researchers that the use of SJTs represents a reliable and valid selection method across a range of occupations, including selection of medical students.85,88–95

Procedural issues
Research suggests that the mode of administration may affect SJTs, with video-based SJTs having higher operational validities than equivalent paper-and-pencil SJTs.5,59 Similarly, different response instructions and methods of constructing alternative forms may affect the validity of the SJT selection method.96,97

Acceptability
Across four studies, SJTs were rated favourably as selection tools by candidates.85,98–100 There is some evidence that the mode of administration may affect candidate evaluations of SJTs, with video-based SJTs rated more favourably than paper-and-pencil SJTs.98 None of the studies identified examined the political validity or stakeholder acceptance of SJTs in medical student selection. Six studies examined the appropriateness of SJTs as a component of a wider selection process.85,93,101–104 The weight of evidence across these studies suggests that SJTs can usefully be incorporated into selection procedures across numerous occupational groups.

Cost-effectiveness
One study85 concluded that there was tentative evidence for the relative cost-effectiveness of SJTs compared with other methods of assessment, although direct evidence in this area was not presented. Cost is also an important consideration in comparisons of text-based and video-based SJTs, given that video-based SJTs require significantly greater time and financial resources to develop.

Summary
There is a good level of consensus among researchers that SJTs, when properly constructed, can form a reliable, valid, cost-effective and acceptable element of medical school selection systems. SJTs are complex to develop and there is a wide range of options available in relation to item formats, instructions and scoring. When these options are calibrated appropriately, research evidence points to the strength of SJTs in medical student selection for assessing non-academic attributes.

Personality and emotional intelligence
Type of evidence
In total, 22 studies assessed the use of personality measures and six assessed the use of emotional intelligence (EI). Of the studies on personality measures, eight were longitudinal (one was a meta-analysis), five were non-systematic reviews and nine were cross-sectional (eight quantitative and one mixed methods). Two of the studies that referred to EI were longitudinal, one was a systematic review, and the other three were cross-sectional and quantitative.

Effectiveness
Despite some research finding no evidence for associations between personality traits and medical school performance,105 a number of studies have found that the Big Five personality traits (openness, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness and neuroticism) may correlate with various aspects of medical school performance.106 Conscientiousness, for example, has also been shown to be a positive predictor of pre-clinical knowledge and examination results59,66,71,107 and to offer incremental validity over knowledge-based assessments.66,71 However, conscientiousness has also been found to be a significant negative predictor of some aspects of clinical performance,59,71 which demonstrates that the association between personality traits and performance in medical education and training is complex and possibly non-linear. Indeed, Ferguson et al.59 propose that although personality research has long suggested that conscientiousness is beneficial when selecting into organisations, it has a ‘dark side’; for example, facets of being methodical and dutiful may hinder the acquisition of knowledge in the clinical years of medical school. ‘Dysfunctional’ personality traits in medical students (including paranoid, avoidant, passive aggressive, antisocial, narcissistic and uncooperative traits) have been reported to be associated with lower academic grades.108,109 Considering personality assessment more broadly, it has also been demonstrated to provide incremental validity over cognitive methods in a medical school selection process.110 Some initial evidence exists that Western personality tests may be adapted for use in Japanese contexts,111 although further research is required to examine the predictive validity of such adapted measures.

Two studies112,113 provide tentative evidence that EI may be an important characteristic in medical students that is not usually assessed by typical medical school selection methods.114 Other studies found no significant correlations between EI and skill in medical students,115,116 or other selection procedures for medical school admission.117 There is provisional evidence that a self-report measure of EI (the Wong and Law Emotional Intelligence Scale [WLEIS]) does not significantly correlate with measures of success in medical school, but that an ability-based measure of EI (the Mayer–Salovey–Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test [MSCEIT]) does.118 However, Cherry et al.119 concluded that there is currently insufficient evidence to support the use of EI in selection.

Procedural issues
Lievens et al.120 suggest that the validity of personality measures in predicting medical school grades increases over the course of medical education and training. Their finding that conscientiousness is an increasing asset for medical students as their course becomes more clinical is in direct contrast to the findings reported by Ferguson et al.59,66 This difference may reflect the use of different populations, study designs and outcome criteria, and previous studies relying on early outcome criteria may have underestimated the predictive value of personality variables. Although there are concerns that personality tests may be ‘fakeable’, Hojat et al.106 argue that their operational validity may be maintained by reminding respondents to reply truthfully and that intentionally false responses can be detected by a social desirability scale.

Acceptability
Evidence for the acceptability of personality assessment in medical student selection is mixed.120 Although positive evidence on the predictive validity of personality assessment suggests that it is an appropriate and acceptable method for selecting medical students, and there is some evidence that students find personality tests acceptable for medical selection,45 others121 have cautioned against the adoption of personality measures without considering potential future impacts on diversity in medical student personalities. No evidence was found on the acceptability of EI in medical student selection.

Cost-effectiveness
Knights and Kennedy concluded that measures of dysfunctional personality types could be usefully and cost-effectively incorporated into medical student selection. Similarly, Powis and Rolfe gave consideration to the costs and benefits of the selection procedure at a single medical school, but did not provide any direct evidence on the cost-effectiveness of personality measures in medical student selection. No evidence was found on the cost-effectiveness of EI in medical student selection.

Summary
Taken broadly, there is a relatively high level of consensus among researchers that some domains or traits of personality are significantly positively or negatively associated with aspects of performance in medical school. However, the associations between personality domains and medical school performance are often complex, as is demonstrated by evidence that conscientiousness may be positively associated with knowledge-based assessment, but negatively associated with some clinical aspects of medical school assessment. This suggests that closer attention to the criterion constructs should also be considered when reviewing personality-based selection tools. Personality assessment can be cost-effective and may be used in combination with an interview method in which applicant responses can be probed further. Recruiters should be aware that there is a relative dearth of evidence regarding the long-term predictive validity of personality assessment beyond medical school, and that there has been some concern that personality assessment may narrow the diversity of types of individuals entering medical education and training. Research on the predictive validity of EI assessment was sparse and at a very early stage of development. The studies and reports were typically pilot studies or opinion pieces citing evidence as to why EI may represent a valuable tool in future medical student selection processes.

Interviews and multiple mini-interviews
Type of evidence
Seventy-five studies assessing the use of interviews were found. Of these, 22 were longitudinal, two were systematic reviews, four were non-systematic reviews and one was a multiple cohort study. The remaining studies were cross-sectional: four were qualitative; three used mixed methods, and 39 were quantitative.

Effectiveness
Despite some evidence to the contrary, the balance of evidence suggests that generally, the traditional interview is not a robust method of selecting medical students, and lacks predictive validity. Edwards et al. found that poorer interview performance was associated with higher medical school grade point average (GPA). The mixed findings on the effectiveness of interviews may reflect substantial differences in interview methods, which range from relatively unstructured individual interviews to highly structured panel interviews. However, Eva and Macala found no difference between the reliability of interviewer ratings in unstructured and structured multiple mini-interview (MMI) stations, although behavioural indicator stations differentiated between candidates more reliably than other station types. The findings from research on MMIs tend to be more directionally consistent than those from research on traditional interviews: for example, the psychometric properties of MMIs are usually reported to be adequate. Uijtdehaage and Parker found that the reliability of an MMI was improved by replacing an easy station with a more challenging one, and using relative, rather than absolute, ratings of candidate performance. However, Hissbach et al. found that rater bias had a greater effect on applicant scores than systematic differences in candidate performance. There is little clarity about what is being measured within the different approaches described, although some attributes, such as communication skills, are commonly purported to be assessed by MMIs. Construct validity evidence for MMIs remains exploratory and largely inconclusive, although irrespective of design differences, the relationships between MMIs and academic measures are...
small to absent.145 Moreover, tightly standardised face-to-face interviews may not be comparable with scenario-based MMI stations utilising standardised role actors, and the dimensionality of MMI stations (i.e. whether MMIs can measure more than one construct per station/interview question) has been debated in the literature.145 Consistent evidence of the predictive validity of MMIs is emerging from explorations of the correlation between performance on MMIs and subsequent performance on both undergraduate and postgraduate objective structured clinical examinations (OSCEs)143,148–152 and other examinations.72,153,154

**Procedural issues**

Schools differ significantly in terms of the length, panel composition, structure, content and scoring methods for interviews. The differential usage of the interview method in medical student selection may underlie the mixed findings on both the reliability and validity of interviews reported above. Other research evidence suggests that candidate performance may be significantly affected by coaching.30 Using interviews in a selection process also presents logistical difficulties relating to the range and type of questions155 and interviewer subjectivity,51,143,156,157 although numerous authors report on the successful implementation of MMIs into their medical school admission processes.44,146 Uijtdehaage and Parker summarised that ‘implementing an MMI was feasible but a daunting task’.146

**Acceptability**

Most research reports that applicants and interviewers tend to view the interviewing process positively,44,45,60,146 and there is tentative evidence that MMIs and more structured interviews are preferred over less structured methods.138,158 Some evidence suggests that aspiring medical students may prefer the schools that conduct interviews.159 Campagna-Vaillancourt et al.144 found that the majority of applicants and assessors perceived an MMI to be appropriate to assess a range of competencies and considered it to be a fair process, as well as being preferable to a traditional interview. The staged introduction of an MMI into a selection process may foster institutional acceptance of the method.160 Standardised interviews can also be adapted for use in postgraduate medical selection to measure characteristics that are considered important and acceptable to both international medical graduates and interviewers.139,141,161

**Cost-effectiveness**

The cost-effectiveness of MMIs is generally reported to be good,154 although comparatively interviews are significantly more costly than machine-marked tests, and MMIs are more expensive than traditional interviews because they incur increased costs for station development and actor payments.145,146 Value for money may be improved by examining the number of stations in an MMI, and reducing the number of stations if reliability is not affected. However, some research suggests that increasing the number of questions or stations in MMIs increases reliability more than increasing the number of interviewers.143,145,162 Indeed, Roberts and colleagues estimated that to reach a Cronbach’s coefficient alpha of 0.80 for high-stakes assessment, MMIs must include 14 stations if each is manned by a single interviewer. This number could be reduced to between seven and 12 stations if each station is manned by two interviewers.143 Alternatively, Dodson et al.163 found that reducing the duration of MMI stations from 8 to 5 minutes conserves resources with minimal effect on applicant ranking and test reliability. Knorr and Hisbach145 concluded in their systematic review that no general recommendation for the minimum number of MMI stations can be derived from the literature at present. Tiller et al.164 found that cost and time savings for candidates were substantial when an MMI was conducted online via Skype rather than in person, although further research is required regarding the impact on fidelity of the lack of a face-to-face encounter.

**Summary**
Interviews are among the most widely used tools in selection for medical school admission. Evidence suggests that traditional interviews lack the reliability and validity that would be expected of a selection instrument in a high-stakes selection setting. Evidence also suggests that MMIs offer improved reliability and validity over traditional interview approaches. Further theory-driven research is warranted, however, in relation to the predictive and construct validity of the MMI method, particularly with respect to the constructs that can be assessed accurately (e.g. communication, critical thinking, empathy, etc.). More evidence is required regarding the appropriateness of criteria that can be assessed in interviews and should be informed by validation studies. In addition, the cost-efficiency and utility of MMIs should be evaluated, along with alternative approaches to scoring and alternative uses of scores (including any minimum threshold criteria). The use of MMIs has spread rapidly in recent years as they can be designed as a reliable selection method. However, issues surrounding the construct validity and dimensionality of MMIs remain problematic: it is critically important that schools better understand what they are seeking to measure, and actually are measuring, with this approach. The impact of the MMI on candidates (in terms of fairness, performance, coaching effects, etc.) is an outstanding practical concern that should influence design decisions such as question rotation.

**Selection centres**

**Type of evidence**

A total of seven studies assessed selection centres (SCs). One of these was longitudinal, and six were cross-sectional and quantitative.

**Effectiveness**

Provisional evidence indicates that SC methods may be reliable and internally valid for assessing applicants’ aptitude for medicine and have predictive validity for performance in postgraduate training.

**Procedural issues**

Implementing an SC as part of a process for selecting medical students may be logistically complex. It requires the recruitment and training of faculty raters, and ongoing collaboration among academic and professional institutions and experts in different operational aspects of the process (including simulation, evaluation and measurement). Moreover, as SCs are based on a multi-trait, multimethod design, they may comprise a large number of elements in different combinations and orders, meaning that the process by which an SC is designed and administered may influence the utility of the method.

**Acceptability**

Provisional evidence exists that an SC for entry into postgraduate training was rated favourably by candidates and assessors.

**Cost-effectiveness**

Evidence is mixed on the cost-effectiveness of the SC method. It could be argued that SCs can offer a cost-effective method of high-volume assessment for selection into medical specialty training when balanced against the increased validity (and thus reduced extended training costs) that SCs might offer. Ziv et al. have shown that the SC method can be expensive compared with other selection methods (approximately US$300 per candidate) and represents a logistically complex option, although on balance they still advocate SCs for use in medical school selection. Roberts et al. investigated the feasibility of having health care staff participate in simulated scenarios as raters in order to minimise the human resources required to implement an SC. However, staff participant ratings were different from those of trained assessors and failed to achieve adequate levels of inter-
rater reliability. Nonetheless, Roberts et al. 171 concluded that it may be viable to use other health care staff rather than trained assessors for some but not all stations.

**Summary**

Overall, research on the utility of SCs for medical student selection was relatively sparse. Evidence on the predictive validity of SCs for postgraduate selection is stronger, although further evidence is required to build a case for their predictive validity in medical school selection.

Table 2 summarises the findings of this review in terms of the weight of evidence for and relevance of each of the selection methods reviewed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection method</th>
<th>Implications of the evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shortlisting methods</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aptitude tests</td>
<td>Evidence is mixed on the fairness and effectiveness of aptitude tests, specifically regarding predictive validity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic records</td>
<td>There is a high level of consensus regarding predictive validity, but concerns that the discriminative power is diminishing as increasing numbers of students get top A-level grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal statements</td>
<td>Candidate acceptability is high, but susceptibility to coaching is also high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td>Use of references remains widespread despite little research supporting validity or reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational judgement tests (SJTs)</td>
<td>Improved validity over other selection tools (IQ and personality tests), and can be mapped to organisational values. Although SJTs can be relatively costly to design, they can be machine-marked and can be delivered online, producing cost savings in high-volume selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality assessment and emotional intelligence (EI)</td>
<td>Where there is a high risk for susceptibility to faking or coaching, personality assessment is best used to drive more focused questioning at interviews (rather than as a standalone instrument without verification). There is a dearth of long-term data for both EI and personality assessment. Research into EI is sparse, but initial evidence suggests that it may present a valuable tool in future medical selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Final-stage selection methods</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional interviews</td>
<td>Across most evaluation criteria, traditional interviews perform poorly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured interviews (e.g. competency-based and situational)</td>
<td>When interviews are structured and based on a thorough role analysis, with standardised questions, trained interviewers and appropriate scoring, they can be reliable and valid. Candidates prefer interviews to other methods, although they are relatively resource-intensive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple-mini interviews (MMIs)</td>
<td>MMIs are relatively expensive to design and implement, but may offer improved reliability and validity over one-to-one interviews. There remain some issues around construct validity of MMIs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection centres (SCs) using work samples (e.g. group exercises, written-in-tray tasks, presentations, interactive exercises)</td>
<td>SCs are relatively expensive to design and implement. Further evidence of the predictive validity of SCs in undergraduate medical selection is required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCUSSION**

**Summary of key findings**

Our review of a very broad literature identifies that research into medical selection represents, to some extent, a picture of quantity over quality: a substantial number of studies are of moderate quality at best, and there are some significant gaps in the reporting and evaluation of some selection techniques. There is an over-reliance on cross-sectional study designs and a general focus on reliability estimates as indicators of quality rather than aspects of validity (a method may have high reliability but be ‘reliably wrong’). Although some studies have addressed issues relating to predictive validity, very little research has explored construct validity issues (i.e. what is being
measured) and the relative cost-effectiveness of selection methods. During the 18 years covered by this review, there have been remarkably few long-term evaluation studies; however, we note that over the last 2 years there has been an increase in the amount of longitudinal evidence emerging in this area. This trend is encouraging and we anticipate that over the next 50 years increasing numbers of long-term studies will assess the predictive validity of selection methods.

There remain comparatively few studies examining selection system design overall and the relative contributions of the various selection methodologies (and the impacts of various weightings) when methods are used in combination (as is the norm in medical school selection\textsuperscript{172,173}). It is hard to see how substantial progress can be made without appropriately conceived long-term studies to systematically assess selection systems overall and potentially promising approaches. This is an important focus for the future research agenda in this area and this paper has sought to identify specific areas in which such work should be prioritised.

There are, however, some clear messages about the comparative reliability, validity and effectiveness of various selection methods. The academic attainment of candidates remains a common feature of most selection policies and the strength of evidence in support of it continuing to do so remains strong.

The extant evidence paints a relatively clear picture illustrating that structured interviews or MMIs, SJTs and SCs are more effective methods and generally fairer than traditional interviews, references and personal statements. Evidence is currently mixed regarding the effectiveness and fairness of aptitude tests, depending on the tool in question. This stems largely from the fact that there is no currently agreed framework that specifies what is meant by aptitude; at present tests range from assessments of ‘pure’ cognitive ability (e.g. the UKCAT) to academic tests (e.g. the BMAT). As such, it is difficult to systematically assess the relative contributions of different aptitude tests, and of aptitude tests within a wider selection system. The research to date largely represents isolated studies of various aptitude tests and there are no systematic reviews comparing multiple aptitude tests in a single study or cohort perhaps because the practical challenges associated with such research are substantial (i.e. in practice, it is highly unlikely that a single medical school would use multiple aptitude tests in one cohort). Similarly, more long-term validity evidence derived from the exploration of the use of personality assessments, especially in combination with other selection methods such as MMIs, is required.

The picture regarding the acceptability of various selection methods is also mixed, and may be influenced by a variety of political issues including differing stakeholder views, variations in the philosophies of both medical students and medical schools, and the ways in which the tool is implemented as part of a selection system. This area would benefit from further exploration of the reasons driving the acceptability of different selection methods.

When judging the papers in this review, it was clear that some terms cover a broad spectrum of methods: MMIs, SJTs, aptitude tests, personality assessments and SCs are measurement methods that comprise a multitude of different design parameters. For example, there are many different types of interview, even for structured interviews. Considerations of MMIs, personality tests and SJTs should note that the construction and content of the interview or test can vary significantly. Depending on the design, this may significantly alter the quality of the instrument to the extent that each needs to be individually evaluated before conclusions about its effectiveness can be reached. Although results from meta-analytic studies can indicate the quality of different selection methods in general, local validation studies are required to determine the effectiveness of any given selection system.
Implications for theory
A persistent problem with selection research relates to the issue of which outcomes we are trying to predict by using various selection methods. For example, to illustrate this criterion problem, when exploring the association between conscientiousness and performance outcomes, we find mixed results when examining outcomes relating to early examination performance in medical school and performance within clinical practice in later years. Furthermore, our review also highlights that outcome measures used to evaluate selection methods most often focus on indicators of attainment and maximal performance (e.g., medical school achievements, performance in licensure examinations) rather than indicators relating to clinical practice and typical (day-to-day) in-role job performance.

The (few) longitudinal predictive validity studies available often lack sufficient detail regarding the target outcome variables with which to interpret results. In judging the evidence for the relative accuracy of selection methods, it becomes apparent that a clear framework of outcome criteria with which to interpret the research evidence and compare selection methods, both individually, and within a selection system, has yet to be established; future research should urgently address this gap in our understanding. In addition, evidence regarding the effectiveness of some methods has focused predominantly on the predictive validity of the tool, rather than on assessing precisely what different methods are measuring (i.e., construct validity); this raises the question of how a method can be considered to add value to a selection system if the constructs it is measuring are unknown. This is particularly the case for MMI research, in which, despite the method’s increasing popularity in recent years, there is a lack of consistency regarding the attributes selectors are using MMIs to assess for and, relatedly, evidence regarding construct validity remains inconclusive.

It is clear that indicators of competence for entrance to medical training and practice are likely to be different at different points in a medical career; thus, applicants are judged on multiple selection criteria depending on the specific role, which may include varying combinations of academic and non-academic indicators of aptitude. A factor may be identified as an important predictor for undergraduate training, but may actually hinder some aspects of performance in clinical practice. As such, different selection methods may predict differently at different stages: for example, an SJT may be less predictive of performance in the early years at medical school (which tends to be more academically-focused), but significantly more predictive of performance outcomes when trainees enter clinical practice. A major challenge within medicine is to integrate the research evidence to inform the design of selection systems that are reliable and valid (and weighted appropriately) from undergraduate selection through to selection for specialty training after many years of education, for both academic and non-academic qualities. This requires a clearer, theoretically relevant taxonomy of desirable outcomes which might range from academically oriented variables such as examination performance, through to variables relating to clinical practice and job performance indicators as judged by supervisors, peers and, ideally, patients (i.e. multi-source feedback). Hence, there is a need for more theoretically driven, future-oriented research aimed at identifying what a ‘competent’ physician is at the various stages of training and practice. This will allow researchers and practitioners to move towards crafting a unified taxonomy of performance indicators which may be used as markers in short- and long-term predictive validity studies of selection methods. For example, some researchers suggest that from undergraduate selection onwards, medical students should be selected in on the basis of academic attainment and selected out on the basis of non-academic skills and attributes. It could be argued that non-academic attributes and skills should therefore play a much larger role in postgraduate selection and the weighting of these may differ depending on the specialty. For example, research from job analysis studies shows that empathy and communication are weighted more heavily for selection into general practice and paediatrics, whereas vigilance and situational awareness carry more weight in anaesthesia.
Implications for practice
A challenge in practice to date has concerned the measurement of important non-academic attributes (e.g. empathy, integrity) reliably at the point of selection, using an appropriate combination of methods that balance efficiency, cost-effectiveness, procedural issues and stakeholder acceptability. Our review shows that SJTs and MMIs are more valid predictors of interpersonal (non-academic) attributes than personal statements or references.

Situational judgement tests (SJTs) and MMIs may be complementary: whereas SJTs can measure a broader range of constructs efficiently as they can be machine-marked, MMIs, by contrast, involve a face-to-face encounter. Although expensive, structured interviews (including MMIs) allow applicant responses to be probed further and in more depth. Here, results from personality assessments could add significant value if they were to be used alongside a structured interview. Subjects for future research and practice should be the design and long-term evaluation of effective and scalable methods to assess non-academic attributes accurately, and an exploration of optimal combinations of tools. The advent of the use of technology in interviews may have the potential to revolutionise how interviews are conducted; completing interviews online may represent significant cost and time savings for applicants who are geographically dispersed.

At present, the picture for aptitude tests and cognitive factors is less clear as a result of the large number of aptitude tests and the differences between those that are currently available, the diverse outcome measures against which performance on aptitude tests is compared (to assess validity, see the ‘criterion problem’ discussed above), the multiple ways in which aptitude tests are implemented, and the mixed nature of the evidence on the effectiveness of aptitude testing. There is also some evidence that some aptitude tests may favour certain types of candidate, which may have unfavourable implications for fairness and widening access to medicine.

However, more high-quality research is required to explore such findings in further detail, and to indicate how individual aptitude tests should be used most prudently and fairly with reference to specific outcome criteria.

Interpreting the breadth of the currently available literature is challenging: although some practitioners feel there is insufficient evidence to evaluate selection methods, others argue that there is so much evidence available that it is overwhelming to try to collate it to identify which selection methods are ‘best’. The challenges of interpreting and applying evidence of the relative acceptability, cost-effectiveness, practical issues and effectiveness (including reliability and validity) of selection methods include the relative lack of longitudinal data, lack of an agreed-upon framework of outcome criteria, and institutional differences (including in available resources, curricula and philosophies of what a high-performing medical student is considered to be). Kreiter and Axelsson acknowledge that the complexity of admissions goals may also be an obstacle to evidence-based progress in medical school admissions because concerns regarding social justice, educational equality, health care and political outcomes are broad and frequently competing.

When judging the quality and effectiveness of selection methods, it is noteworthy that some criteria may compete with one another. For example, the stakeholder acceptability of referees’ reports in selection is generally high, but the evidence for their validity is poor. Similarly, regarding other criteria, the evidence for the validity of SCs is high, but they are relatively costly to implement. In this respect, when judging the quality and effectiveness of different selection methods, medical schools and employers may choose to weight different features depending on the context within which the selection system is operating. This review was intended to synthesise the literature so that the reader may gain an understanding of current research regarding the strengths and limitations of each method, rather than to prescribe a single, best approach. Ultimately, the aim is to design efficient, acceptable and fair methods that can be scaled up for high-volume use. This review highlights that at present there is not sufficient evidence to suggest that any one selection method currently in use meets all of these criteria.
We propose that a key implication for practice derived from the considerations above, and for the suggested research agenda outlined below, refers to the necessity for collaborative international studies involving multiple sites to gather and analyse high-quality, longitudinal data about the effectiveness, cost-efficiency, issues of implementation and stakeholder acceptability of selection methods. In so doing there is an opportunity to gain practical, in-depth and long-term knowledge about the relative efficiency of different selection methods. A common central concern for any selection tool is susceptibility to coaching. Research over the last 10 years has increasingly focused on this issue, probably because there has been increasing emphasis on how to validly assess non-academic attributes in selection for medical education. In particular, personal statements are at significant risk of being influenced by coaching, or indeed of being written by somebody other than the applicant; a brief online search reveals a large number of companies internationally that sell pre-written personal statements. With regard to SJTs, recent studies have found no effects of commercial coaching on SJT scores or the predictive validity of SJTs.87,178 However, ongoing research is required to assess the coachability of the full range of non-academic selection tools in greater depth.

In future, researchers may also want to explore how assessment data can be used to direct educational interventions and create more tailored education programmes to accelerate time to competence. Such assessment data may also be used for diagnostic purposes and complemented by high-fidelity interventions. Interventions could provide training in the professionalism skills necessary to work in multidisciplinary health care teams.

Scoping a future research agenda It is clear from our review that it is challenging to draw firm conclusions regarding the relative strength of the different tools given the variety in the quality and design of the currently available research evidence: at present there are insufficient data, and medical education providers’ agendas are too diverse, to propose a fully comprehensive framework for international best practice in medical selection methods. Hence, here we outline a possible future research agenda, which may help to strengthen the evidence about each selection tool, in order to progress researchers’ and practitioners’ knowledge towards a framework for best practice in medical school selection methods.

Although the literature on selection methods is large, there exist many uncharted territories for further research. There is a clear need for well-planned studies focusing on the long-term follow-up of medical students, tracking students from admission through to assessments in more senior training posts in clinical practice, at the point of licensure and beyond. This review clearly highlights the lack of evidence available for medical schools and employers to use in making decisions about which selection tools to use, in which combinations, and what individual weightings to apportion to each tool used.

Within the broader sphere of issues of fairness in selection, more research exploring issues of widening access and diversity is required, whether it refers to race, ethnicity or social class, as this remains a challenge within medical school admissions globally, and it is becoming increasingly important politically to reflect society within the health care professions. 179,180 Indicators of socio-demography pertinent to each country often reflect the same underpinning socio-economic bias, which presents either a barrier to entry to study or reduced chances of successful application. The preceding literature review highlights a paucity of educational research of sufficient quality and type to adequately assess the impact of a variety of selection tools upon widening access robustly. For example, O’Neill et al.181 found no significant effect of selection method on social diversity in the medical student population, and suggest that the attraction of a sufficiently diverse applicant pool is more important for widening access than which selection tool is used. Therefore, only tentative conclusions can be drawn. It is likely that some selection tools are more sensitive to social bias than
others, but more definitive data are required. For example, initial evaluation of SJTs at entry to medical school level confirms that applicants’ performance at testing does not follow the usual socio-economic trends, as do tests of academic attainment. Further research is required to explain why this might be the case. There is also initial evidence to suggest that MMIs may be equitable with regard to the demographic status of applicants.

Figure 2 Design and evaluation of selection systems. MMIs = multiple mini-interviews; SJTs = situational judgement tests

Reports which address aptitude tests, such as the UKCAT, have shown that institutions with selection policies that favour the use of such a test tend to make more offers to applicants from disadvantaged backgrounds, and that the aptitude test itself is less sensitive than traditional measures of academic attainment to some socio-economic markers, such as school type. Whereas traditional markers of prior educational attainment have been called the ‘academic backbone’ of medical education because they are highly predictive of subsequent performance both at medical school and beyond, there is a need to explore how ‘contextual data’ can be used to allow the social and educational backgrounds of applicants to be taken into consideration alongside their educational achievements. Prior academic attainment is clearly still an important component of the medical selection process, but care must be taken to ensure that it is included in a way that guarantees it does not represent a barrier to candidates from disadvantaged groups.

A key criticism of selection research is that there is a distinct lack of theory-driven studies that examine issues related to validity and the constructs being measured and that, more broadly, acknowledge contemporary models of adult intellectual development and skill acquisition, or attempt to integrate cognitive and non-cognitive factors. The term ‘noncognitive’ is in itself problematic as it arguably implies ‘not thinking’; future research must also look towards more theoretical underpinnings, drawing on not just psychometric approaches but also theoretical models of adult intellectual functioning, personality, values, and individual differences. For example, there
has been little previous research exploring how to assess values as part of recruitment to the health care professions, yet compassion and benevolence are important for any health care professional to facilitate the provision of high quality care and patient outcomes, and hence new research literature in this area is now emerging.\(^\text{184}\) Only by exploring the theoretical underpinnings will research in selection progress to enable a richer understanding of how personality, aptitude, interest, values and motivation interact to define areas of competence and career choice.

In summary, we propose the following priorities for a future research agenda over the next 50 years in order to enable schools and employers to make evidence-based decisions about which selection tools to use and why:

1. Longitudinal research exploring predictive validity and following students throughout the course of their careers within education, training and practice;
2. Research enabling greater understanding of how selection tools may impact on widening access and diversity agendas, and
3. Theory-driven studies of the construct validity of both academically and non-academically oriented selection methods and selection systems that will help us to understand what we are assessing for in both the short and long terms.

Crucially, future research must consider selection tools within the context of wider selection systems, rather than viewing each tool in isolation, because some tools are predictive of performance in clinical practice but not during the first few years of undergraduate medical degrees, and some tools may be complementary for ‘selecting in’ at the top end of performers and ‘selecting out’ at the bottom end. Figure 2 provides a model of the design and evaluation of selection systems that outlines the interrelated nature of the different stages of a selection system. As we have discussed, further research on the various weightings to be applied to each stage or selection method is required, as well as feedback from every stage at each iteration of the selection process. Finally, we propose that the following five considerations will be integral in shaping the direction of medical education research over the next 50 years:

1. Medical school admissions will remain highly competitive. The prestige of being a physician is likely to continue to drive a high applicant-to-selection ratio in medical school selection internationally over the next 50 years. However, this is unlikely to be true in all postgraduate specialties; some medical career pathways may be perceived to be of higher status and will therefore be more competitive than others. Medical selection may become part of a process to facilitate recruitment into areas of most need. This may, in turn, require varying emphasis on selection for specific attributes and competencies: one size is unlikely to fit all.

2. There will be an increased focus on, and value of, non-academic attributes and skills in medical selection, aligned with what wider society wishes from its physicians. The role of the physician’s own wellbeing and resilience, and how these can best be selected for, then supported and developed, will be of increasing importance. Trainees’ expectations of their work-life balance will also be integral to medical selection over the next 50 years. Consideration must be given during selection to the discourse around how we encourage new generations of medical students to expend discretionary effort in future. This is strongly related to:

3. A growing focus on capability to lead multidisciplinary teams, and building a culture of ‘everyday’ innovation in an environment of reduced resources.

4. Rather than a focus on just one or two people in a team, who are touted as the ‘innovators’, there is likely to be an increased onus on all health care professionals to innovate and provide leadership in order to engage multi-professional teams and to continue to deliver high-quality and
compassionate care in a climate of ongoing health care spending cuts.\textsuperscript{185,186} This may represent a significant change in how applicants to medical education are selected. This, in turn, relates to:

5. a focus on attracting a wider selection pool and recruiting a more diverse workforce, reflecting a philosophical shift towards acknowledging that non-traditional students may be able to align themselves with patients from diverse backgrounds and also contribute to the education of their peers by acting to challenge the current medical culture.\textsuperscript{187,188} Bringing such ‘nontraditional’ applicants into the health care system may promote, and indeed necessitate, innovative working practices. However, as we have discussed elsewhere,\textsuperscript{180} there is currently a multitude of unanswered questions on how this may be best implemented and how outcomes can be measured in a reliable and valid way.

Strengths and limitations
A key strength of our review is that we have collated and synthesised the breadth of research evidence collected over the last 18 years in order to draw conclusions on five key evaluation criteria for medical education selection methods. We also identify current gaps in understanding and theory, and outline a future research agenda that aims to address these areas. Attempting to summarise our conclusions from the large number of studies reviewed in Table S3 (on-line) naturally runs the risk of simplifying some of the intricacies of the studies and the nuances of their findings. We therefore encourage our readers to consider the original source should they wish to gain a fuller picture of each study’s context, rationale, methodology and findings. Nonetheless, we feel that Table S3 provides a valuable resource through which the reader can identify key papers and navigate the sizeable and diverse literature base.
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